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demons and all. 
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FOREWORD 
 

Richard Verry, the author of ‘The Taste of Honey’ has done it again! 

He introduces new characters to the Mona Bendarova adventure and is beginning to give Mona 
the praise, adulation and independence she rightly deserves. She may not feel emotionally ready, yet 
in this book, ‘Broken Steele’, she demonstrates why she is the number one investigator for Master 
Charles. 

Mr. Verry continues to write about themes that interest him. It's a tale of intrigue, suspense, fear, 
conspiracy and counter conspiracy, love, sex and sadomasochism. You, as the reader, become 
involved. 

The story involves the brutal torture and murder of a master in a nearby estate, named Braxton 
Steele. At first, you even welcome his demise until Ms. Bendarova uncovers a conspiracy that 
threatens their community, their lifestyle and their entire species. 

The reader is introduced to the local community club, Lotharios, and wonders if and how Mr. 
Verry will introduce Mona to this exclusive men’s club in the future. 

It is with excitement and appreciation for the author’s attention to detail and love for Mona that 
makes the reader yearn for more. The reader comes to love Mona too and looks forward to her 
continued adventures.  

Embrace Mona Bendarova as she grows and self-discovers herself as she takes on the challenge 
to investigate the murder of Braxton Steele. I guarantee that you won’t be disappointed with Mr. 
Verry’s writing and where he takes the reader in, ‘Broken Steele’. 

 

Janet Maggio, maggical
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Prolog 

 

Drip … … … Drip … … … Drip … … … Drip … … … 

The sound of a liquid dripping incessantly though there was no one to hear it. Does that mean it 
really is dripping? It must be because any casual observer would note that a pool of liquid rested on 
the floor where the drips fell and spattered. 

The atmosphere of the room was dark and dingy. The only light in the interior was a candle wall 
sconce with a single flame flickering off to the side. As the flame danced on its capturing wick, 
shadows around the room seemed move in an exaggerated dance synchronized to the flame. 

From the middle of the room, dangled a 5/8th inch rope, securely lashed around the center of 
the ceiling timber. There was no movement to the rope, no swinging back and forth. What was odd, 
was the way it was stretched, perfectly straight with no kinks or bends nor did it suffer from a slight 
twisting motion. 

The other end of the rope terminated in another lashing around a pair of feet and ankles. A body 
dangled from the bound ankles, covered in blood. A huge rip in its abdomen, reaching from the 
groin to the neck gave way for their contents to spill out and plop onto the floor below, still 
attached to the now empty abdominal cavity. Missing completely was any remnant of the genitalia 
that once was a part of the body. Arms and hands hung lifelessly from the shoulders with the 
fingertips gently caressing the gore cascading below. 

Memorable of all was the look of fear and horror left behind on the body. But, that is not what 
most people remembered. What they remembered most of all was the look of sheer obstinance and 
arrogance left behind on that grinning face in the moment of death. 
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Chapter One 

Mona 

The morning sun was filling the room with bright, warm light. Low in the sky, warming rays of 
sunlight stretched across the room and began tickling Renée’s face. Stirring, Renée rolled over on 
her side, subconsciously shielding her eyes from interfering with her sleep. Restful as her night had 
been, her body wanted to sleep much more. A moment later, from the other side of the bed, Mona 
heard the deep sounds of a body lying next to her, asleep. 

Mona granted the sunlight to bring her out of her slumber. Opening her eyes, allowing them to 
focus, she gazed upon her sleeping lover, stretched out beside her. Staring at the relaxed face, Mona 
studied each segment of Renée’s expression, starting with her eyelids, still closed and her eyelashes 
splayed across the skin underneath each eye. It never ceased to amaze Mona, waking up alongside 
her friend, lover and housemate; how lovely Renée looked when fast asleep. When sleeping 
peacefully, Mona got the sense that she was lying alongside a cherub. She half wanted to reach out 
and pinch her smooth relaxed cheek. 

Scanning further, Mona next took in the gentle curve of Renée’s mouth, slightly upturned with a 
bit of moisture resting in the corner. Renée’s soft skin, slightly pink in the cheeks, gracefully 
stretched over the small pixy nose and down over her chin before meeting the long length of her 
neck. 

Mona smiled and continued her inspection of her bedmate. Ever since Renée came to Master 
Charles house two seasons ago, when either of them weren’t attending Master overnight, Renée 
shared Mona’s bed and body. Mona just loved the idea that she was partnered up with Renée. She 
didn’t know how long it would last, but she would be grateful if she could stay here until the time of 
her conversion. 

Sliding her gaze down the length of Renée’s neck, Mona settled her view on that small hollow 
where the neck meets the collar bones; remembering the time spent last evening gently lapping up 
the wine strategically placed in the hollow over and over again. Renée begged Mona to stop and just 
fuck her already. The memory of that moment, caused Mona to gloat inwardly, recalling the torment 
Renée had done to her two nights before. 

It seemed to Mona, that Renée brought something out of her that she never had considered 
before. Mona was beginning to realize that not only did she enjoy directing their sexual escapades 
together, she enjoyed tormenting Renée until Renée capitulated to Mona’s demands. Over these last 
few months, Mona suspected that she enjoyed tormenting her just as much as when she was 
tormented by their Master. At least that was what her body was telling her when she was tormenting 
Renée’s sensitive body. 

Lowering her gaze further, Mona came upon the crease of Renée’s breasts that were squished 
together as she slept on her side. Poking out from just under her folded arms, Mona had a great 
view of those tender nipples, poking back at her. 

Seeing them caused her to envision them pinched between two particularly nasty clamps, turning 
white. Mona couldn’t help but remember the last time she clamped them. With a chain hanging 
between them, Mona tugged on them as they fucked, causing Renée to arch her back in a failed 
attempt to relieve the tension. Sometimes Mona would pull on them so hard that they stretched to 
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triple their normal length. Best yet was when Mona removed the clamps, Renée would scream as the 
blood suddenly rushed back into her nipples. Taking the freshly released nipples in her fingertips, 
Mona would roll and pinch them as if to remind her lover that they belonged to her and Mona could 
do what she wanted with them. Assuming Renée responded as Mona expected, Mona would reward 
her with a kiss on each in turn to make them feel better. Renée gazing at Mona, would wrap her 
arms around her mate and embrace each other. 

Reaching out, Mona gently caressed Renée’s luscious breasts, twirling the ball of her fingertips 
around each nipple, appreciating the feel, texture and responsiveness as they reacted to Mona’s 
touch. Mona couldn’t help but marvel at the softness of the skin shrouding the succulent meat 
surrounding each areola. The texture and suppleness was radically different than anywhere else on 
her body. She didn’t know why that was, but that didn’t stop her from appreciating it all the same. 

Despite Mona’s fondling, Renée slept on, oblivious to her bedmates attention. 

After taking her time appreciating her bedmate, Mona rolled over and got out of bed and headed 
to the on suite to take care of her bodily needs. A few minutes later Mona was back, refreshed and 
teeth clean. Crawling onto the bed, Mona reached over and slapped Renée on the ass. 

“Wake up sleepy head. I want to fuck you again.” Mona harassed the sleeping beauty. 

“Good morning to you too.” came the reply with more than a bit of a groan. 

“Get up and take care of business. Then get your ass back here and join me. You have five 
minutes.” Mona commanded. 

“Ok, ok. I’m going.” Renée mumbled back and ran to the on suite, bouncing on the balls of her 
feet as she ran, deftly avoiding another smack on her ass. 

Mona smiled. 

Rolling over onto her back and clasping her hands behind her head, Mona stared at the ceiling, 
began contemplating what she was going to do to the bitch this morning. In less than five minutes, 
clean and refreshed, Renée came bounding back into the room and leaping, landed right on Mona 
and began kissing her. 

Mona, wrapping her arms around the demure girl, kissed the bitch back, opening her mouth to 
allow Renée’s probing tongue to enter and continue where it left off the previous evening. As they 
continued to kiss each other, Mona dragged her hands along the length of Renée’s body, stopping to 
cup her ass cheeks while her fingers began to pull her wide open and tickle her sex. 

Renée leaning in and giving her easier access, allowed a series of moans to escape her mouth. 
Tapping lightly on Renée’s clit, she encouraged Renée to push back on her fingertips. As her 
bedmate pushed back, Mona alternately fed her the sexual tension she craved and then withdrew it, 
eliciting a cry of want from Renée’s lips. Mona simply smiled. 

After releasing her hold on Renée and flipping her over on her back, Mona began sliding down 
the length of her body, kissing her lightly, brushing her lips along the way, teasing … tormenting … 
taunting … until her mouth finally came to rest upon Renée’s nipple. Sucking it in, she fondled the 
nipple with her tongue, flicking it back and forth. The nipple responded by standing proud and firm, 
channeling the touch right through Renée’s body settling in her brain and sex. Renée bent her head 
back and moaned. 

Continuing to tease the nipple in her mouth, using a free hand, Mona stretched a hand down 
towards Renée’s sex. Cupping her mound and splitting her lips, she slid her middle finger oh … so 
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slowly … gently … into Renée’s sex. Approaching overload, Renée grabbed both sides of Mona’s 
head and pulled her tightly onto her breast. In response, Mona sucked more of her breast into her 
mouth and bit down. 

“Ow!” Renée exclaimed but instead of pulling away, she pulled Mona’s head harder, clamping 
her on her breast. As teeth began grinding back and forth on either side of the nipple and a finger 
massaging her clit and sex, Renée climaxed, hard, spilling her ejaculate all over the bed, soaking it. 

Mona smiled. 

Releasing her grip on Renée’s breast, Mona slid all the way down, kissing her partner before 
coming to rest with her mouth straddling Renée’s sex and her tongue flicking in and out, parting her 
inner lips and relishing the succulent taste of Renée’s ejaculate. 

Hot and slick, Mona relaxed her hold on Renée, allowing her body to tell Mona exactly what she 
needed. Gently at first, then forcefully and then gently again, she sucked on her sex, teasing her body 
to betray itself into revealing all its secrets to Mona. Reading Renée’s body, Mona gave her what her 
body demanded and then withheld it before giving in to her need once more. 

With each cycle, Renée’s body demanded more and more from Mona’s tongue. Mona began 
hearing her victim beg for the denied climax. Mona continued to give just enough before backing 
off. Renée could only groan in frustration as her partner prevented her from cumming. 

Then suddenly, Mona clamped down on her sex with her mouth, sucking on it with everything 
she had and pressed her tongue on to Renée’s clit. Nearly ripping Mona’s hair out by their roots, 
Renée’s legs clamped down on her head in a scissor lock, arched her body and climaxed. Her eyes 
rolling up into her head, Renée surfed the pleasure radiating everywhere, her thoughts gone except 
for the feelings she experienced emanating from the core of her sex. 

After untold minutes, minutes that Renée stopped breathing and when Mona was beginning to 
wonder if her bedmate was ok, Renée just as suddenly relaxed, spent. Feeling good about herself, 
Mona let up on Renée. Exhausted, Renée just laid there and panted. 

Mona simply looked at her, a smile reflected in her eyes, considering the power she exerted over 
her bitch. 
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Chapter Two 

Braxton 

Groaning, “Too bright. Is it morning already?” 

Braxton groaned as consciousness returned to his ravaged body. His body struggled with the 
need to rest and recover from the nightly binge its owner had put it through. Lying on his stomach, 
his body urgently told him to relieve his bladder. Drool leaked from his open mouth, drenching his 
pillow. 

The odd thing was, or maybe it wasn’t so odd after all, he couldn’t remember just what 
happened last night. If only he could remember. Groaning some more, Braxton lifted his head to 
look around. “Ow, I shouldn’t have done that.” He muttered as his brain seemed to bounce around 
in his skull like a large ball bearing crashing on a hard concrete surface. 

Dropping his head back down on to his pillow, he became aware of the saturated wetness 
against his face. The long and loud groan that escaped from the back of his throat could wake the 
expired. The wetness of the pillow reinforced the need to get up and relieve himself. 

“Where is that stupid bitch” he muttered as he again tried to lift his head and look around. Bed 
empty, he vowed to punish the bitch who left him alone, preventing him from relieving himself on 
her. If he could only remember who that bitch was! 

Rolling over and practically falling on the floor, Braxton reached out with his hand and forced 
himself to stand up. Moaning, the very act of standing up caused pain to shoot through his body and 
bounced off the inside of his skull. He took a moment to shake it off and shuffling to his on suite, 
Braxton stood over the bowl and relieved himself. 

Moving to the sink, he turned on the water and splashed the cool soothing liquid onto his face 
and head. After several minutes of this, he turned off the water and stood looking at his straggly 
image reflected in the mirror, not particularly shocked at what he saw there. 

After scratching himself, he turned and headed back to the bed. It was a relief to sit down and 
cradled his head in his palms, knees spread wide, his cock and ball sack dangling freely over the edge 
of the mattress. Looking down at them, he tried to remember the night before, something he was 
sure his junk should remember but he sure as shit couldn’t. 

Looking around the room, it seemed normal, disheveled as always. “Why couldn’t his stable 
keep his place clean?” he wondered. He would have to do something about that someday, when he 
had sufficient stock to properly discipline. 

After some time, thinking his head was beginning to recover, he rolled over onto his back and 
stared at the ceiling. That very action caused his head to spin. Another groan escaped his lips. 
Eventually, he sat back up again and surveyed the entire room. Rolling over onto his other side, 
away from the on suite, he noticed something on the floor, something which he couldn’t quite make 
out. Moving slowly to the other side of the bed, he looked down at the lump presented to him. 

“Aw, shit!” he exclaimed. Awaiting him was the bitch who shared his bed last night, her 
unseeing eyes staring blankly back up at him and with obvious purple and black bruising around her 
neck. 
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Falling back onto his back, images of the previous evening began coming into focus. Most 
prevalent was the image of him pounding into her sex with her neck encased within his hands and 
his thumbs pressing down closing off her airway. He certainly enjoyed the erotic asphyxia with his 
bedmates but it was a struggle to keep them from slipping away from him. The sight of their bulging 
eyes as they grappled his arms trying to pull his hands off their necks was so exciting. 

The problem was that he had trouble keeping it from going too far and it often became a one 
way trip. He was running out of stock from his stables. Unlike most other houses, he didn’t have all 
that many. 

“Shit, shit” was all he could say. 

He really needed to be more careful. 
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Chapter Three 

Mona 

Flopping over onto her back, Mona waited for Renée to return to her senses. When she did, 
Mona uttered a command rather than a request. “Coffee". 

“Yes ma’am” Renée responded and jumped out of the bed. Skipping over to the refreshment 
bar, she turned on the coffee machine and began preparing the coffee. As the delicate nectar 
brewed, Renée pulled a pair of mugs down and warmed them so as to not cool the coffee when it 
was poured. 

Looking over her shoulder, Renée remarked to Mona. “Thank you sweetie. That was awesome.” 

“You’re welcome hun.” Mona replied. 

Turning to face Mona, Renée went on. “My legs are still rubbery. I’m not sure how much longer 
I can stand here.” 

“Oh, I’m sure you will do alright. Just make my coffee and bring it over here bitch. Though I 
drank deeply of your cum, I’m in the mood for something not quite so sweet.” 

“Yes ma’am!” Renée replied gleefully and turned back to the beverage bar. Coffee now brewed, 
Renée prepared it just as Mona liked it. Low fat cream and a shot of sugar free vanilla extract 
completed her preparations. Turning back to her, Renée delivered the cup to Mona and stepping 
back, lowered her eyes and grasped her hands behind her back, lightly resting on her ass, and waited. 

Satisfied with Renée’s submissive position, Mona lowered her face to the coffee and took a deep 
breath. Taking her time to relish the aroma drifting up from the cup, she held her breath in order to 
savor the aroma drifting down from her nasal passages and into her mouth. As the aroma began to 
dissipate, she again breathed deeply, waving her hands over the cup, drawing the aroma to her 
nostrils. She held that breath as well. Finally exhaling, Mona dipped her nose into the rim of the cup 
and took another, more delicate breath before drawing the rim of the cup to her lips and sipped a 
small portion of the hot delicate nectar. A satisfied sigh escaped her closed lips as she swished the 
beverage over and around her tongue. 

Swallowing she allowed a satisfied “Ahhhhh” to escape. “Delicious Renée.” 

“Thank you ma’am.” 

“Now, get your own cup and get your ass over here and share this with me.” 

“Yes ma’am” Renée replied and ran over to the refreshment bar, poured her own cup and joined 
Mona in bed. Sitting cross-legged on the bed beside her, Renée clinked her cup against hers and 
together, they sipped their coffee in a moment of silence. 

“So Renée, what do you have on tap for today?” Mona queried. 

“Well, this morning I have a workout training session scheduled in the gym after which I have 
my household duties to perform. After lunch, I have another training session scheduled on 
breathplay and pain tolerance. That last one’s a bitch. I enjoy the morning workout sessions and all 
that but I’m not looking forward to the pain tolerance training.” Renée replied. 

“You would do well to remember that your training regime was established to help you catch up 
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to the training the other members of our household have already accomplished. I still don’t 
understand why your old master didn’t train you in many of these areas we take for granted in this 
house but please trust me when I say, you will be all the better for it.” 

“Mona, I do understand that. And I am working on it. Really I am. For me, it’s really important 
to please Master and meet his expectations. But it’s even more important to me that I meet your 
expectations as well. Honestly, in some ways, I feel I’m more yours than his.” 

“Ah, Renée, don’t say that outside this room or let anyone, especially Master hear you say that. 
He owns us both and we don’t belong to anyone but him.” 

“Oh, Mona. I know that and I do know that I belong to him. Still though, there are times when I 
feel that I belong to you and I like that feeling. You have done so much for me since I transferred to 
this house. I really appreciate it and I want to show you my appreciation.” 

“Renée, you do that, just by being you. Don’t change that. It’s what I like about you already. I 
would miss you if you were to change into something else. Besides, I like you feeling like you belong 
to me. Just don’t let it escape from this room. Ok?” 

“Deal” Renée replied with enthusiasm. 

“What have you learned in your training?” Mona went on. 

“I think I am holding my own and matching the other bitches in the class.” 

“That’s all well and good my dear” Mona interrupted “but you need to master the skill and be 
better than the other bitches. Matching their abilities does not guarantee that you will survive your 
challenges. I myself can barely survive my own challenges and I’m grateful to Master that he doesn’t 
enter me into too many of those that I have a real good chance of failing. You don’t have that 
advantage. You must be better than the rest. You hear me?” 

“I know Mona. I know. I will work harder on it. You know, it’s not fair. I’m a petite bitch. Most 
of the other bitches are taller than me, have better lung capacity and muscle strength and resilience. 
They can naturally do better than I can.” 

“Hun, it’s not a matter of physical endowments. It’s a matter of the mind controlling our bodies. 
I know most of the bitches in your class and I can tell you this. You can easily out match them with 
your mind over body skills. Train them. Use them. Practice them, in class and out. Your mind can 
overcome these supposed limitations and you can excel in your studies. After all, your very life 
depends upon mastering these skills.” 

“Ok, Mona I’ll try.” 

“No, no, stop right there. Not try. Do! Do it.” 

“Ok, Mona. I’ll do it.” 

“That’s better Renée.” 

“Now tell me about the pain tolerance training.” Mona probed. 

“Well, that’s the toughest of all. I’m not a pain slut like you are. That shit really hurts.” 

“And yet, Master requires us all to master that skill. We don’t have to like it but we must do it.” 

“Yes, Mona. I understand.” Renée replied meekly. “It’s just so hard. I break down and cry like a 
newborn at the very start.” 
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“Renée, my sweet. It’s ok to cry. I do as well. I actually find it’s very refreshing to cry and let it 
out. I feel so much better after a session when I let it out. Focus on that. I think that may help you 
deal with the pain.” 

“Mona, I don’t know whether I can. Fuck, the instructors can be cruel. It’s almost like they take 
pride in their ability to hurt me.” 

“Renée, and how is that any different from our Master or any other dominant. You know the 
kinds of games they like to play with us.” 

“You’re right of course Mona. I just don’t know if I can do it.” 

“You can do it. I have faith in you. I feel I know you and your body. I know you can do this. 
You can master pain tolerance. I know it. In fact, I’ll help you with your studies, if you’ll let me. 
Never doubt me. I know you can do it.” 

“Really?” Renée responded.” You think I can do this?” 

“Yes, dear. I do. Just in breathplay, it’s a matter of mind over body.” 

“Ok, Mona. I’ll do better. Still though, that single tail really hurts.” she finished. 

“Yes, dear. It does at that.” Mona replied and reaching out, the two bitches hugged and rocked 
each other as they sat on the bed. 

“Better?” Mona asked? 

“Better.” Renée answered. 

“Good, now go get me a fresh cup of coffee and a croissant. Get one for yourself as well and 
we’ll eat. We need to feed our bodies the energy they need to master our skills. Can’t let us collapse 
from lack of food in the middle of our training.” 

“Yes ma’am.” Renée responded and jumping out of bed, ran over to the refreshment center and 
prepared the breakfast order. As she prepared the food and coffee, Renée couldn’t help thinking 
that she’d rather take Mona to bed and fuck her, repaying her for her morning attentions. 

“Renée?” 

“Yes Mona.” 

“Stop thinking about fucking me. I can see it in your mind and your body language. We can do 
that later. I’m hungry and we have things to do.” 

“Yes ma’am.” Renée replied and as she returned to the bed with the coffee and croissants. 

Hearing the chime on their intercom panel, Mona jumped up and ran over to the door to answer 
it. 

“Yes Sir?” 

“Mona, when you are cleaned up, would you please stop by my downtown office when you get 
in?” 

“Right away Sir. Would thirty minutes be ok?” 

“Finish your coffee first. Make it an hour.” 

“Very good Sir. Would there anything else?” 
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“Give my regards to Renée.” he replied and with that, the intercom went dead. 

Looking back at Renée, Mona said “You heard him. We have thirty minutes before I have to 
leave.” 

Renée replied by tapping the bed next to her. Shaking her head, Mona walked to the on suite 
and using her index finger, motioned her bedmate to follow. Turning on the water in shower and 
Mona stepped in. Renée followed her and began a drawn out session of washing Mona, paying 
particular attention to Mona’s breasts and sex. 

Twenty minutes later, clean, relaxed and still panting, Mona exited her quarters, dressed in a pale 
white sheer blouse, tailored black slit skirt and high heels, to make her appointment with Master 
Charles. 
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Chapter Four 

Honey 

“Yawn …” came the sound escaping from Honey’s lips as she slowly transitioned from sleep to 
awake. 

Opening her eyes, Honey blinked a few times to clear the fog and focus her eyes. Opening them 
wide and feeling rested, she rolled over and sat up on the edge of her empty bed. Reflecting on the 
restful night she had, her hand absently stroked her growing belly, revealing the joy of the new life 
she was hosting. Everyone was now commenting about the glowing aura her body emitted which 
pleased her to no end. 

Looking down at her belly, she whispered to her growing companion “Good Morning Sunshine. 
It looks to be a glorious day.” Not expecting an answer, she still felt a kick against her insides. 
Smiling more broadly, she uttered “Thank you. First though, I need to take care of business.” 

Standing up, she walked naked to her on suite and freshened herself before turning on all the 
body sprays in the shower. When the water got to her favored temperature, she stepped in. After 
lathering her entire body, paying particular attention to her sex and enjoying the sensations, she 
washed and conditioned her hair to a blinding shine. 

When sufficiently satisfied, she turned off the water and stepped out. Pulling a warm fluffy towel 
from the heated towel bar, she wrapped her hair into a turban. Grabbing another warm towel, she 
dried off the rest of her body. Stepping up to the wide vanity, she scrutinized her reflection, satisfied 
with the beauty she saw there. After brushing her teeth and other such things, she went back into 
her suite before turning towards her dressing room. 

Surveying the outfits hanging there, she selected her favorite color wrap, a cobalt blue halter 
with silver sparkle trim that left one of her shoulders bare. Anyone looking at her was teased with 
the wonders of her breasts hiding not so discreetly behind the translucent fabric embedded with 
sparkling highlights. She liked the outfit as it tucked in just under her blooming breasts while leaving 
her lower abdomen free of any constriction. 

She walked back to her on suite and after another quick dry of her hair, removed the towel. 
Pulling out her blow dryer, she styled her long blonde hair into a beautiful waterfall, cascading down 
and over her shoulders. That done, she applied a minimal amount of makeup, just as Master Lee 
likes, and returned to her room. Picking out a coordinating pair of four inch spiked heels, she left to 
go find breakfast. 

Entering the dining room for bitches, she was greeted by her good friends Anne and Maura. 
These two bitches really took to helping her recover from her ordeal with Kristin some months ago. 

“Good morning bitches” Honey announced as she cheerfully walked into the room. 

“Hey Honey” and “Good morning” came the replies from the others. Besides Anne and Maura, 
Eva, Kris, Alice and Alicia were there too. Alice and Alicia were, as usual, bound together leg to leg 
right up to the hips. Master Lee had bound them together over a year ago in order to get them to 
behave civilly towards each other. 

Over time, the other bitches in the house stopped asking when he might unbind them, as they 
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had become accustomed to his only response, “When it’s time.” Though unspoken by all, no one 
ever expected him to release them from each other. Eventually, Alice and Alicia became good 
friends and literally did everything together. They even seemed to speak as one in everyday 
conversation, often completing each other’s sentences, and sharing similar opinions. Whenever they 
were around, it was an event. No one wanted to entertain what life around the house would be like 
when it came time for their conversions. 

After the back and forth of the morning greetings, Honey walked over to the beverage bar and 
fixed herself a glass of her favorite citrus beverage. Taking a long pull on the glass, she refilled her 
glass and set it down at an empty place at the dining table. Stepping up to the food bar, she fixed 
herself a bowl of fruit mixed with yogurt and a sticky bun. Sticky buns were not something she 
would normally select but ever since she began carrying Master Lee’s offspring, it was something she 
craved incessantly. The Doctor told her to not worry about it as long as she didn’t gain too much 
weight. Therefore, she indulged her craving just once a day. 

Joining the others at the table, she sat down and waited for an opportune time to join in on the 
conversation. Anne and Maura didn’t wait that long and immediately asked her how she was feeling. 

“Great” Honey replied rubbing her belly again as she spoke. “I slept very well and he didn’t 
bother me at all last night. Not like now as he’s kicking a lot.” she chuckled. Anne and Maura smiled 
knowingly as each had carried offspring time and time again. 

“I wonder if he knows that he needs to sleep when I do. I ask as I never feel him at night while I 
rest. But after I get up, oh, look out. He’s a terror.” Honey spoke out loud. 

“I suppose it is possible” Anne replied “though I never had the good fortune. With my times 
carrying, I was always awakened in the middle of the night. If it wasn’t for their kicking, it was their 
constant pressing against my bladder.” 

“Maybe it’s the fact that you’re carrying a male while the rest of us have only carried females?” 
Maura speculated. 

“Could be” came the chorus of replies as no one really knew. To be sure, no one could 
remember the last time a male was carried by anyone within the house, such a rare event as it was. 
Among the combined memories of those within the house, of the hundreds of offspring produced 
within the last ten years, not one had ever carried a male. To do so was considered an honor and 
Honey managed to do it. Sure, statistically, every couple of thousand conceptions resulted in a male, 
only one in fifteen thousand ever made it to maturity. Most newborn males died before their first 
birthday. The bulk of those that did survive that milestone, withered and died over the next few 
years. No one really knew why. 

“Well enjoy the sleep while you can.” Anne added. “You never know when he’ll change his 
mind and say, screw you. If I’m awake and I want to kick, I’m going to do so.” Everyone nodded in 
agreement. 

“Thanks bitches, I will.” Honey remarked and took a delicate sip of her citrus drink while 
revealing a bit of a smile on her face. 

“So, enough about me. How are all of you doing?” Honey asked trying to change the subject. 

For the next hour or so, they chatted back and forth, as only females can do, gossiping about 
this and that, what was going on throughout the house and who might be next to receive their 
conversion summons. Interestingly, this did not put a damper on the light atmosphere among those 
in attendance as to them as this was the way of things. Except for Honey, who was carrying Master 
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Lee’s male heir, they all knew that they could be converted at any time. 

Eventually, they finished sharing their meal together and one by one, they got up and left to go 
do their own thing. Honey prepared for her weekly med check with the Doctor. As good as she felt, 
she couldn’t help fretting over the visit. She knew how precarious her position was and whether the 
growing life inside her would survive to birth and thereafter. Whatever the Doctor wanted from her, 
she was willing to give. Anything she could do in order to ensure the survival of her Master’s heir, 
she would do. Anything. She was determined. He would survive. 

Grabbing her purse she went to the atrium to meet her escort who would accompany her to the 
Doctor. Not that she needed an escort but Master wants her to have one. No problem. As she 
walked to the front of the house, she wondered who drew the duty today. 
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Chapter Five 

Mona 

“Good morning Sir, You wanted to see me?” Mona greeted Master Charles as she entered his 
downtown office, overlooking the fairgrounds. Unlike his study at their estate, this office was all 
business. It was modestly decorated and had none of the personal mementos and trophies that he 
had otherwise at his home office. Instead, there was a small conference room table, a beverage and 
snack bar, two facing sofas separated with a small coffee table, and a couple of plush office chairs 
facing his desk. As Mona stepped into the room, she detected the telltale odor of a fresh pot of 
coffee, her favorite brew. 

“Yes Mona and good morning to you too. Please, feel free to pour yourself a cup of coffee. It’s 
your favorite blend. I had it brewed just for you.” 

“Thank you Sir.” 

Walking towards the beverage center, she prepared her cup, savoring the aroma as she poured. 

“Shall I pour you a cup Sir?” 

“Please.” 

After pouring a second cup, she placed his in front of him. He thanked her and asked her to take 
a seat, pointing to one of his office chairs. 

Responding to the indicated seat, Mona replied “Yes, Sir.” Moving to one of the upholstered 
arm chairs, making sure that he had a good view of the inside of her legs, she sat down. Charles got 
up from behind his desk and sat next to her, facing her on an angle in order that he might be able to 
discuss the next topic more informally. Letting him see her profile wasn’t bad either, Mona thought 
to herself. 

She had dressed in a pale white sheer blouse, tailored black skirt and high heels. Sparkling dangle 
earrings completed the outfit. She knew that he would enjoy the view of her profile, her leg exposed 
through the side slit in the skirt and most especially the curve of her breasts, tempting him with the 
jewels partially hidden underneath the sheer blouse. Crossing her ankles also gave him the 
impression of narrow but longer legs than she actually had. Secretly inside, she was hoping that she 
would have a chance of attending to him this morning before having he had to concentrate his 
work. 

“Go, on. Savor the coffee. I love watching you drink your coffee.” Charles offered. 

Smiling at him, she tilted her head to the rich aroma, breathed it in again, and then took a sip. As 
she drank the coffee, she made sure that Master Charles could tell just how much she enjoyed this 
favorite nectar. As it was, she did not have to embellish her enjoyment. The morning coffee was the 
second best thing she could consume after waking from a long night’s sleep. The first best thing, she 
had already enjoyed, courtesy of Renée. 

“How are you doing Mona?” Charles asked. 

“Fine Sir, grand actually. Thank you for asking.” 

“Good, good. …. Let me rephrase that. How are you doing with the aftermath of the Honey 
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Marks affair?” 

Instantly, Mona’s mood and body language darkened. As much as she tried to hide it from her 
Master, he knew better and Mona knew he could read her very well. The whole affair with Honey, 
now her best friend, had left her with deepening questions about their way of life, the way the 
human species survived the plague a millennia ago. What happened to Honey shook her soul to its 
very core and she was still struggling inside to deal with it. The traitor within the Marks household 
after first kidnapping Honey and then trying to murder her through dehydration and starvation 
simply because the traitor wanted what she didn’t have. The traitor had felt Honey stood in her way. 
The whole affair had left Mona without understanding why a favored member of the Marks house 
would turn on her own. As result of her actions, the traitor had allowed other members of her 
household to suffer the punishment she rightly deserved. 

Granted, the traitor got what was coming to her. Though she did not witness the traitor’s final 
punishment, members within the Marks household had let her know how she was whipped to an 
inch of her life and then publicly hung on a crux to suffer continuing torment until she ultimately 
expired and her body ground up and discarded in with the post processing waste. 

After some months now, the memory of the events of that week still gnawed at her as she tried 
to find answers that would satisfy her mind. 

“Mona. I asked you, how are you doing?” 

“Hmmm, sorry Sir. I wasn’t prepared for that question.” 

“I figured. Which is why I asked it. Look Mona, I know that affair was particularly hard on you. 
Still though, everything came out ok and you have a new best friend who is carrying a male offspring 
to boot. I’d say that was a real big plus. Don’t you?” 

“Oh, yes Sir. Honey is doing fine and from what she tells me, the new life she is carrying is 
doing excellent as well. According to her, everything is perfect.” 

“So, what is the problem?” 

“I’m not sure I know how to articulate what I’m feeling.” Mona began. 

“Well, why don’t you start from the beginning or wherever it is where you are clear with your 
feelings?” Charles suggested. 

“Well, you are right. That whole thing with the Mark’s traitor, it really bothers me. What I mean 
is that back then, I felt sickened by her whole attitude. I never in my wildest thoughts ever 
considered that a member of one’s household would do what she did to her housemate; her 
roommate for that matter. Then, even after she did the foul deed, she let it linger in the hopes that 
Honey would die of starvation and dehydration while others in her house paid the ultimate penalty 
for her actions. Sir, she actually sent others to die on her behalf. I’m still in disbelief as well as 
shock.” 

“Mona, let me assure you, everyone feels the same as you do. Not just our two households but 
the entire community around us as well as Lothario’s. We all feel the same.” 

“Sir, the Club feels the same?” 

“Yes Mona. The Lothario membership as well as the board are still in a froth over the whole 
affair. Even to the extent that the board has established a committee to assist with rectifying and 
preventing this from ever happening again. In fact, I had considered nominating you to sit on the 
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committee but in the end chose not to.” 

“Uh, why thank you Sir. It’s an honor to be considered. However, I am glad that I am not on 
that committee. If I may ask, why did you decide not to nominate me to sit on that committee?” she 
asked. 

“Well, my dear, two reasons. One, you may be too close to the situation and the board felt, and I 
agree, that we need clear headed individuals without a personal stake in the events. Secondly, and 
maybe even the most important reason, I didn’t want you to suffer any more than you already have. 
Throwing you to that pack might very well damage you in ways that no one can predict. I value you 
too much for that. Call me selfish but I want you here, healthy and strong, and in my care.” 

“I don’t know what to say, Sir. Thank you. I’m just happy to be here in your service.” 

“No need to thank me, Mona. Believe me. This committee will not be in your best interests. So, 
let’s get back to you. Again. How are you doing?” 

“Better now. I had not realized how much you are shielding me from the fallout of the Mark’s 
affair. Still though, I fear that it will take a long time for me to process how I feel about it all and 
then figure out a way to address my feelings. And, that’s just it. I don’t know how to describe my 
feelings on the matter. If I knew how to describe my feelings, then I could categorize them and then 
figure out a way to deal with them.” 

“Mona, hun. Are you over thinking things a bit? If I may offer a bit of advice. Stop trying to 
understand your feelings and just accept them. Acceptance does not require understanding. Simply 
accepting them is all that is necessary in this case. If you accept that you have them, in time I believe, 
you will figure out how to deal with them.” 

“Sir, I’m not sure I know how to simply accept them without understanding them.” 

“Will you at least try?” Charles softly asked. 

“Yes, Sir. I can do that.” Mona answered. 

In the meantime, let’s change the subject. I want to talk to you about your bedmate. How is 
Renée doing in her new duties?” 

Replying, Mona began. “Sir, I believe well. She has shared with me that she really loved being a 
house greeter in the Marks household. She cherishes the memory of greeting Mr. Mark’s visitors, 
attending to their needs and relishing the appreciative looks she received as she flaunted and teased 
them.” 

“Yes, she does have fine assets. Doesn’t she? I myself can’t help but appreciate her when I have 
the chance.” Charles replied with a smile slightly upturned in the corners. 

“Oh, Sir, believe me. She knows when you look at her. She can tell when you notice her and 
appreciates your gaze. You make her whole day when you do that. Still, in her current duties, she 
doesn’t get to flirt with you or your visitors as she used to. If I may ask, have you bed her? I mean 
recently. She won’t tell if she has and I think she would enjoy it.” 

“No, not since she first came into this house. She’s a really passionate bedmate but I don’t have 
to tell you that.” 

“No Sir. You don’t. She’s actually quite talented in that regard. Plus, it gives her great joy in 
taking care of me. Who can’t help but like that?” 
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“Well, I guess she might be ready for a promotion. What do you think?” 

“If it would please you Sir to promote her, I believe she would welcome that.” 

“Hmmm, let me think. I can’t recall just what positions are open right now that would be right 
for her. I too enjoy when she flirts with me. I see her flirting with you all the time, even though the 
two of you are tighter than a noose around a neck. I don’t see her getting tired of you anytime 
soon.” Charles reflected. 

With an embarrassed flush to her cheeks, Mona responded “Ummm, yes Sir. She does continue 
to flirt with me. To be honest, I kinda like it.” 

“As you should Mona. It’s natural and the way she does it, it’s almost as if she does it without 
knowing she does. It’s kinda sweet in its own way. So natural.” 

“Yup, that’s Renée for you.” Mona replied. 

“So, let’s see where we can put her.” 

“Sir, I’m sure she will be happy with whatever position you wish to place her.” 

“Yes, yes. I’m sure too. Tell me, how is her training going? I know she circumvented what our 
fresh talent normally has to go through when she transferred to us but I want to make sure she 
knows all of my rules etc. before she moves up.” 

Charles of course, already knows how well Renée is doing. He reviews the weekly progress 
reports from his Chief of House, Savannah. When Renée first arrived, he had Savannah prepared a 
training schedule and after he approved it, monitored her progress throughout the past several 
months. According to Savannah’s reports and from his own instructions on her body, Renée was 
achieving high marks in all of the skills needed to excel in his house. He was very pleased but 
decided to keep this to himself. Of course, he was sure Mona knew or at least suspected what was 
written on the reports. 

“Sir, I believe she is doing well in her training. As I understand it, she is scoring high marks in 
most areas and has never dropped below a ‘Satisfactory’ rating in any one category. She doesn’t take 
to well to the whip as undoubtedly I’m sure you already know. She is working on that.” 

“I’m not too worried about the whip training but don’t tell her I said that. I have plenty of pain 
sluts to practice on, as you yourself well know. Besides, I like her for other types of play. However, 
for this promotion, I’m more interested in how she can contribute to the house itself. I have 
Savannah’s recommendation but I want yours.” 

“Sir, I know that at this time, the positions for house greeter are full. Otherwise, I would suggest 
that position. She’s a good attendant but like all bitches who have passed basic training, she is 
already on that rotation. I would suggest that she be assigned either as a dining wench or a serving 
maid for house guests. That would give her a chance to get to know your guests better, learn their 
tastes and tease them with her ample assets.” 

“Hmmm, possible, I think?” Charles muttered. “Thank you Mona. I’ll take your suggestions 
under consideration. In the meantime, do keep this conversation between ourselves. When I have 
decided, I’ll have Savannah inform her of her change in status.” 

“Absolutely Sir. I wouldn’t think of telling her what we discussed about her. Unless otherwise 
given permission, our conversations are always private.” 

“So, Mona. When is our next session in the dungeon scheduled?” 
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“Sir that would be two nights from now.” 

“Ah, I can’t wait. I’m looking forward to tormenting you and your pretty tits again.” 

Blushing with the memory of past torments, Mona replied while her body gave itself away as she 
felt the wetness in her sex building “As I am too Sir.” 

“Rest up. You’re going to need it. I’m feeling a bit raunchy about you right now.” 

“Oh, Yes! Sir! I will Sir.” she gleefully responded. 

“Out you go. I’ve got work to do and if you don’t leave now, I might just take you right here and 
now.” 

“If that would please you Sir.” Mona, being the pain slut she was, retorted almost challenging 
him to take her over her knee and have his way with her. 

“Off with you, bitch.” he commanded. 

“Yes Sir.” she replied but instead of turning and leaving immediately, she slowly turned, wiggling 
her ass at him and practically crawled towards the door.” 

“You’re sure you wouldn’t want to … ah ….” 

“Go on, get out of here. One more word and I’ll ….” 

“Yes, Sir. You’ll what Sir?” she giggled as she skipped out of the room. 

Charles for his part, was distracted enough but couldn’t help keep the smile off his face. Oh, he 
was so looking forward to his next session with her. She was going to pay for her insolence just now. 
The trouble with pain sluts was that they enjoyed themselves way too much as he dished out his 
punishments. It was getting harder and harder to discipline that girl. However, he felt he was up to 
the challenge. She would most certainly pay. 
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To everyone in my house, to my friends and livestock, I am Mistress Mona or simply Mistress or 
worse yet, just Ma’am. They don’t call me Mona anymore. It wouldn’t it be right to do so. In their 
eyes I am not Mona. I am not one of them. I am Mistress Mona.  

I am their Master and their owner.  
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As I walk these halls of my new home … never in my entire life … have I’ve ever felt so 
completely … alone. 
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